Spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) has been shown to generate a synaptic weight structure by the strengthening (potentiation) or weakening (depression) of synapses depending on the timing of the pre- and post-synaptic spikes at the synapse at the scale of milliseconds \[[@B1],[@B2]\]. Mathematical studies of STDP have shown how it generates competition between individual weights that can lead to effective neuronal specialization relying on spike-time correlations \[[@B3],[@B4]\]. In addition, the change in the synaptic weight induced by STDP is affected by its current value, which modulates the resulting competition \[[@B5]\]. It was shown for the case of a single neuron stimulated by two identical input pools that the asymptotic weight distribution can be either unimodal or bimodal, depending on the strength of the weight dependence for STDP \[[@B6]\]; the transition (bifurcation) between these two classes of STDP also depends upon the input correlation level. Stronger input correlations and almost-additive STDP lead to effective weight specialization, namely an asymptotic bimodal distribution. For the case of several pools with identical properties, the weight dependence can also lead to the selection of a subset of the pools \[[@B7]\].

In this paper it is shown under what conditions a neuron stimulated by several pools that have within-pool (but no between-pool) correlations with distinct strengths encodes this input structure in its resulting weight structure. The analysis is carried out using the Poisson neuron model \[[@B3]\] with pair-wise weight-dependent STDP \[[@B6]\]. The learning dynamics induced by STDP leads to both stabilization of the input weights and competition between the weights for a broad range of learning parameters. While weak weight dependence is synonymous with strong competition between individual weights, there is a qualitative difference between the weight dynamics generated by additive and almost-additive STDP. For additive STDP, only the bounds of the weights are stable, whereas intermediate values can be stable even for weakly weight-dependent STDP. In the latter case, a stable multimodal asymptotic distribution can emerge, where the weights are sorted in increasing order with respect to the correlation strength of the corresponding pool they come from. When the strength of weight dependence is increased, the spreading of the asymptotic distribution diminishes, eventually becoming unimodal.

The results demonstrate how weakly weight-dependent STDP can generate a multimodal stable asymptotic distribution of the synaptic weights, providing a further step towards a better understanding of how STDP can represent the input (spike-time correlation) structure in the resulting weight structure.
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